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Square 9® Softworks Announces Release of
GlobalCapture® 2.1, Featuring GlobalForms® 10
A Unified Capture Strategy Expanding Functionality for Process
Automation with the Strength of Web Forms
NEW HAVEN, CONN., February 1, 2018 - New Haven based Square 9® Softworks, Inc., announced today
the release of GlobalCapture® 2.1, as an upgrade to their award-winning suite of products for document
transformation and business process automation. This release represents a significant upgrade to the
company’s document transformation platform, as it introduces two new key enhancements in web
forms management and business process automation.
GlobalForms® 10, which is releasing simultaneously with GlobalCapture 2.1, features a dynamic web
forms creation and management platform for a unified approach towards capture automation, with
structured or unstructured data extraction. This will allow web forms management to be easily added
to an existing instance of GlobalCapture or as a standalone solution that does not require the
GlobalSearch® ECM platform.
Another significant change to the GlobalCapture suite is a new business process automation platform
for guiding documents down a path for review and approval, prior to their eventual release into a
document repository. The ability to build workflow rules into the capture process will enable
GlobalCapture to deliver full process automation as part of the document transformation operation.
This can then be paired with third party content storage solutions like Microsoft SharePoint® or OneDrive®.
“It all comes down to greater efficiency and greater options for our customers that will ultimately make
GlobalCapture and GlobalForms that much more competitive in the solutions marketplace,” stated
Ethan Voltolini, Square 9’s Director of Marketing. “We believe this release truly separates GlobalCapture
from our competitors in several very meaningful ways.”
GlobalCapture 2.1 and GlobalForms 10 will be previewed to the Square 9 Reseller community on
February 5, 2018, and followed by the release to the end user community on April 2, 2018.
About Square 9 Softworks:
For document-intensive companies looking to challenge the definition of business efficiency, Square 9
Softworks develops award-winning, next generation solutions for process automation that drive
increased productivity across all business applications. As a trendsetting software development firm,
Square 9 is a creative force in the next generation of both on premise and cloud-enabled Content
Management solutions. In addition to GlobalSearch®, the award-winning Content Management
solution platform, Square 9 has been widely recognized for its diverse portfolio of products including
solutions for Document Capture Automation, Business Process Automation and Web Forms
Management. Square 9 Softworks distributes its solutions internationally through a network of highly
skilled Channel Resellers from its corporate office in New Haven, Connecticut. www.square-9.com
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